Welcome to Alonissos. Fishing, hiking, visiting the islands of Europe’s largest marine park, kayaking, canoeing, diving and above all relaxing… that’s your new daily routine!

www.alonissos.gr

Competition for a free stay in Alonissos!

Name
E-mail
Nature
Patitiri. The island’s harbour looms among the pines, welcoming you to this haven of dense trees that almost touch the sea. Green gives way to aquamarine. A magical land, an ideal place shared by dolphins, rare birds, seals and even hedgehogs. The inhabitants of Alonissos are always friendly and smiling. By nature!

Beaches
“Even if you stay here for two months, you will swim at a different beach every day”, says a popular travel presenter really impressed. Turquoise waters, organized or unspoilt beaches and places suitable for exploration, relaxing and… taking pictures. Kokkinokastro, Chrysi Milia and Agios Dimitrios are representative examples.

Hiking trails
The island promises many beautiful walking tours. The lush landscape of pines and wild plants, the chapels and the creeks will be your “travel companions”. The crystal-clear waters, where you can enjoy a swim and the open sea view will be your rewards. Palia Alonissos (Old Town), Yialia beach and its towering windmill, the sunset on Mount Kalovoulos and the traditional villages create unique memories.

How to get to Alonissos:
- Flights to Volos with Avro Air and then by ship to Alonissos
- Charter flights to Skiathos and then by ship to Alonissos
- Flights to Athens, by road to Volos or Agios Konstantinos, and then by ship to Alonissos

Diving and other experiences…
A visit to the Marine Park. They are described as deserted islands but it is a world full of life since they constitute the core of the Marine Park, an ideal habitat for rare fauna and flora such as the Mediterranean monk seal (Monachus monachus). Sea cruise to the deserted island of Psathoura and the monastery of Kyra-Panagia, accompanied by dolphins.

CANOE AND KAYAK. The sea around the island is just ideal for this sport. It is also the best way to enjoy the marine park!

DIVING. This island of natural treasures invites you to discover the fantastic world that lies beneath the turquoise sea.

FOOD. Tradition and authenticity are synonymous with gastronomy. Fresh fish satisfies every discerning taste. The popular fish soup, the spaghetti with lobster, the cheese pie of Alonissos and the local sweets justify the choice of your holidays!

INFRASTRUCTURE. Alonissos offers organized facilities that do not offend the aesthetics of the visitor, as they blend well with the natural environment. Quality cuisine, various accommodation options and parallel activities are available to visitors from May to October.